English sonnets are characteristic of particular rhyming schemes, rhythm form and verse line transition. All these poetic forms are transplanted by some Chinese poets in composing their own sonnets, which vary a bit in these factors due to different utterances of Chinese characters and poetic rules in composing poetry. Chinese sonneteers made more attempts and changed a lot in accordance with their own language requirements. The two forms share their own merits and display different national characteristics. Based on poetic theory and with comparative methodology, the paper aims to find out the same and different characteristics between two kinds of sonnets in different languages. This might be of great significance for researches on English and Chinese sonnets, the development of world literature, integration and exchange of global culture.
Introduction
English sonnets hereto refer to the sonnets in English, namely including the Italian Sonnets, Shakespearean Sonnets, and Spenserean Sonnets, while the Chinese Sonnets are actually some copies or imitations after translated from the English sonnets. Combined with Chinese poetic rules, the Chinese poets later created their own style of sonnets in fourteen lines. Ever since the "May-Fourth Period", some modern Chinese poets searched out the staccato or the rhythmic beat, which influenced the rules and principles of the new poems. Between the traditional English sonnets and the newly coined Chinese sonnets, there obviously exist some common and different characteristics in some ways.
Commonalities and Differences in Rhythm
Chinese sonneteers elaborately imitated the original metrical rhythm of the English Sonnets, such as the widely known Iambic Pentameter, which has been prevalent later almost in all English sonnets over the world.
Following is the early version by Thomas Wyatt (1503-1542):
In the imitation and transplantation of this rhythmic form of English sonnets, Chinese poets tried several different ways, experiencing some gains and losses in intonation, number of syllables and staccatos. Before they realized the difference of Chinese rhythm and verse line patterns, things were not quite successful.
WEN Yi-duo (1921) The rhythm of each line is quite messy with three, four, or five staccatos respectively. Soon they came to self-realize, although they were still trying to copy mechanically by matching ten Chinese characters with ten syllables of each line in English sonnets, which is wrongly borrowed. The number of syllables or Chinese characters is ten, equal to the number of syllables in English sonnets, but the rhythmic staccatos are not the same as the five feet in English sonnets. This is a contradiction and it is hard to consider the tidiness of both syllables and the rhythm. In general, they pay only attention to the tidiness of syllables of characters, but not of the rhythm, which is the most tough issue in translation and we can also see from ZHU Xiang's (1904 Xiang's ( -1933 poem:
(ten characters and five staccatos ) (ten characters and four staccatos ) (ten characters and five staccatos ) (ten characters and four staccatos ) (ZHU, 1933) Although it looks neat and tidy in visual sense, in fact, it is not consistent with the characteristics of modern Chinese. So it is not practically feasible in reality. Later then Chinese poets successfully sought out their own staccatos, to replace the meters in the English sonnets. They mainly stressed:
(1) Tidiness either in the number of syllables or of staccatos. If the poem is made with twelve syllables (Chinese characters) and five staccatos, then it is the same in other verse lines. This requires tidiness of both parts, but it is difficult to handle along with some metrical restrictions. ZOU (1948) sought out his own unique ways to establish verse lines, namely "three-two and two-three" lines, or namely "three two-character" staccatos and "two three-character" staccatos, which looks tidy both visually and in hearing. The intertwining arrangement made the verse lines rather rhythmic, smooth, and not awkward.
(three two-characters and two three-characters) (three two-characters and two three-characters) (three two-characters and two three-characters) (three two-characters and two three-characters) (ZOU, 1948) (2) Tidiness of staccatos, regardless of the number of characters or the tidiness of syllables, which is loose and easy to make, in accordance with the rhythmic characteristics of Chinese poetry:
(three two-characters and two three-characters) (three three-characters and two two-characters) (one two-characters and four three-characters) (three two-characters and two three-characters) (TU, 2004) With five staccatos or pauses each line, but untidy syllables with 12, 13, or 14 characters. This avoids the mechanism of syllable counting system from ZHU. Some other affluent creations, with five to thirteen characters and two to six staccatos each line, later developed into four or three staccatos each line, which is rather consistent with the pattern "two-two-two-one" staccatos of the modern "Seven-Character" poetry, and "two-two-one" staccato pattern of the "Five-Character" poems, characteristic of rather common Chinese poetry.
Common and Different Characteristics in Transition of Verse Lines
Transition of verse lines is not only one of the means to compose verse lines but also one to link and unite The winged seeds, where thy lie cold and low, Each like a corpse within its grave, until Thine azure sister of the Spring shall blow.
While the second line is transited to the third line, the meaning of the verse lines continues without any coordination with the feet but with sharply tidy rhythm between the regular temporary light feet. The Chinese rhythmic staccatos are based on meanings, creating the unity of staccatos and the sequenced meanings. The ending of the verse line is the key rhythm part, so the transitional point is generally the part where the meaningful sequences might pause most often. Otherwise, it might break the meanings as well as the rhythmic staccatos: (ZHU, 1933) ZHU, with quite obvious foreign sense, did not realize the characteristics of Chinese rhythm, separating two Chinese terms " " and " ", seeking for the tidiness of the number of syllables, and also for the sake of 
Similarities and Differences in Rhyming Schemes
Rhyming Schemes of sonnets are rather complicated with formal and variable patterns, or intermingled.
Followed are some variations of English sonnets, and how Chinese sonneteers made imitations and creations on rhyming schemes:
(1) The rhyming schemes of Italian sonnets. Constantly they consist of the first eight lines (or namely octave)
in two enclosing rhymes abba abba, and the last six lines (or namely sestet), in the form of cdc dcd, cde dce, cde dec, and cde edc; the Octave with fewer than two rhymes, the sestet fewer than three rhymes, and altogether fewer than five rhymes, otherwise, into variable rhyming schemes. In England John Donne, Milton, Wordsworth, Byron, and Keats usually followed these rhyming schemes. "The Grasshopper and the Cricket" by Keats (1816) presented well the Italian rhyming schemes in the form of abba abba cde cde. Many Chinese poets before 1940s imitated this most, among whom FENG Zhi did the best.
(2) The rhyming schemes of Shakespearean sonnets. English is different from Italian, with more consonants at the ending letter of a word and fewer words with the same rhymes. So it is difficult to repeat two enclosing rhymes. The Earl of Surrey changed that into alternative rhymes and even rhymes, suitable for the characteristics of English language: abab cdcd efef gg, which got fully developed later by Shakespeare and gained great fame, with seven rhymes altogether or else into variable rhymes. Sonnet 18 by Shakespeare is the most representative piece of English rhyming schemes. After the 1940s, more Chinese poets began to imitate this form, among whom ZOU and TU used most often.
(3) The rhyming schemes of Spenserean sonnets. This is one of the rhyming schemes created by English poets in the form of abab bcbc cdcd ee. In the first three stanzas, bb and cc comprise two inner rhymes, rather strictly intermingled, and altogether never beyond five rhymes, which is difficult to imitate even among the English poets. Amoretti by Spenser is a masterpiece composed of this rhyming scheme. So far only ZHU among Chinese sonneteers made use of the Spenserean rhyming schemes.
Besides, another yet major rhyming scheme is named after John Lily with six couplet rhymes and one even rhyme in form of aabb ccdd eeff gg, which were rarely used by either English or Chinese sonneteers.
Many Chinese poets made use of its variable rhyming schemes to compose sonnets.
In general, all the English sonnets are composed of mainly three forms of rhyming schemes: enclosing rhyme (abba), alternate rhyme (abab), and couplet rhyme (aabb), which were not accepted and considered unsuitable for classical Chinese poetry that requires both rising and falling tones with less restriction. Actually before the age of Shi Jing (The Book of Songs) (1100 B.C.-600 B.C.), Chinese poets already used these forms but did not develop into mainstreams later in ancient poetry. In modern Chinese poetry, with the use of function words, the lengthening of verse lines and less stress on antithesis, without questions on coordination of the sound and meanings between the odd and even numbered lines, it is not unsuitable for Chinese poets to use these rhyming schemes. Furthermore, Chinese poets made some creation on the rhyming schemes of sonnets, which were finally accepted as follows:
(1) Combination of enclosing and alternative rhymes abba, cdcd, which is not possible in strict forms of sonnet making rules, but treated as a variation of sonnet rhyming schemes. CHEN, 1968 CHEN, -1970 
Commonalities and Differences in the Art of Composition
This is involved with how the stanzas are divided and organized. To sonnets, it is defined that: (1) in the first four lines everything should be clarified, and the second four lines should make readers understand everything entirely; (2) after the octave will be a pause, but without obvious disconnection; (3) the sestet must reverse and enclose to the original conceptions or further to the end; and (4) the ending lines should conclude the whole poem.
In Italian Sonnets, questions in the octave should be responded in the sestet, where the poet has enough space to search out a reasonable and thoughtful solution to the question. English sonnets develop narration in the first twelve "fat" lines, but respond in the last "thin" couplet, where the poet has limited space to arrive at a final solution. So the theme of Shakespearean Sonnets should extend fully in the former three four-line stanzas, and the last couplet has a function directly to the point, even making a motto. Comparatively speaking, the In the first three four-line stanzas, the poet complains about his own fate and then develops into delight for the friendship, which are the introduction and elucidation of the theme; the last two lines end sharply into transition and summing-up as the final solution to the questions raised in the former three stanzas.
Some English sonneteers made other creations: Milton (1655), in "On His Blindness", "To Cyriack Skinner upon His Blindness", and "On the Late Massacre in Piedmont", did not make any pause after the first eight lines (octave) but directly transited to the last six lines (sestet). Shelley, in his "Ode to the West Wind", changed the traditional arrangement of the compositional form with "three three three three two" line stanza forms.
The Chinese sonneteers showed prosperous creativity while learning from and imitating the English sonnets, with diversified patterns of composition. Some poems are naturally separated based on the poetic themes, but are mostly deliberate exploration for the rearrangement of opening, development, transition, and conclusion parts by altering the patterns of stanzas and rhythms.
Most failed to spread out, still some succeeded like TANG's (1980) "five-five-four" patterns:
In this sonnet, the forms of stanzas and rhymes were arranged based on poetic connotations, portraying the tragic image of the ambitious protagonist, as well as creating the atmosphere of grandeur and magnificence in the battle of millions. The final four lines slow down in simple and short stanza form, which is a breakthrough of the closed compositional form in traditional poems, a variation of Chinese sonnets.
According to WEN Yi-duo, the classified Chinese Lvshi, is rather like the English sonnets, which used the "four parts" (namely opening, development, transition, and conclusion) well and freely. TANG also mentioned that English Sonnets are rather similar to Chinese Lvshi. The intimacy of two types of poetry tells why sonnets are popular and developed among Chinese poets.
Conclusions
In the process of imitation and implantation of Chinese sonnets from English sonnets, both share common features of sonnets, but they obviously possess different characteristics in ways of rhythm, transition of verse lines, rhyming schemes, and art of composition due to distinctive traits of different language. Both sonneteers should never intend to copy the same structure and approach in composing sonnets in their own language. Each boasts their own merits in contributing to literary composition in respect of different features of their own languages. Sonnets become the bridge for Chinese poets returning to traditions while approaching Western literature. The successful transplantation of Chinese sonnets from English sonnets does not only enhance the confidence of Chinese poets, but also intrigues the potential power of Chinese literature, which may produce endless effects on the development of modern Chinese poetry. This can also promote exchange and integration of world literature, leaving a valuable legacy to Chinese culture, as well as to the world literature.
